
Award Awarded for... Auto Teleop Qual

Disembark fully exiting the hideout during auto 5 (per
robot)
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Doubloon scored in mountain with security bid
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scored in the Beach
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Ascend* each robot that climbs on the mast - 10 -

Ascend Bonus* having all robots ascended on the mast - 10 -

Flag Flag raising your flag before your opponent - 20 -

Second Flag raising your flag after your opponent - 5 -

Park parking on the hideout at the end of the match - 3 -

Treasure Vaults 
Filled

burying at least 30 doubloons in Treasure 
Island

- - 1RP

Endgame RP earning at least 40 endgame points - - 1RP

Win scoring more points than your opponent - - 2RP

Tie scoring as many points than your opponent - - 1RP

*Robots are considered ascended if they are fully supported by the rungs of the mast and/or by 
another robot considered ascended, and are at least 6” off the ground.
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Order Sort Criteria
1st Cumulative Foul and Tech Foul points due to opponent rule violations

2nd Cumulative Foul and Tech Foul points due to opponent rule violations

3rd Cumulative points gained during the endgame period

4th Cumulative points gained by scoring Doubloons

5th If all of the above are tied, the match is replayed.

Tiebreakers

Robot Rules
 Max robot height is 48”. Frame perimeter is still 120”. Robots are not able extend vertically 
more than 48” above the ground. Robots can horizontally extend up to 12” outside their frame   
perimeter. The frame perimeter may be no more than 120” total, and robots may not weigh more than 
125 pounds (without batteries and bumpers.) The remainder of robot construction rules are the same 
as for the 2021 Infinite Recharge game.

All other rules, including robot weight, follow the FRC 2021 Infinite Recharge manual restrictions.

Protected Zones and Penalties
 Pirate Plunder features a total of 4 protected zones per alliance: BASE, ATOLL, MOUNTAIN 
GOAL, and the TREASURE CHEST player station. The rules and penalties regarding these protected 
zones are similar to those of the trench run in FRC 2021 Infinite Recharge: A ROBOT whose BUMPERS 
are intersecting the opponent’s BASE, ATOLL, MOUNTAIN GOAL, or TREASURE CHEST may not   
contact opponent ROBOTS, regardless of who initiates contact. Violation: Tech foul per instance.
Fouls will totaled the same as in the 2021 season.

Game Element
 Pirate Plunder uses size 1 soccer balls, approximately 6” in 
diameter and 90-100 grams. These Soccer balls are refered to as 
Doubloons and should be yellow or gold in color. See the render to 
the right for refrence.

Gameplay
 Pirate Plunder is played with 80 Doubloons. At the start of the match, 18   
Doubloons are located in each port along the two alliance walls and can only be released 
when an alliance robot is in the protected zone. Robots may preload up to two   
Doubloons, and can hold up to four throughout the match. Doubloons that are not  
preloaded are stored in the treasure chest on treasure island, and may not be deposited 
onto the field by human players until the teleoperated period has begun. The human  
players on Treasure Island can hold a maximum of 12 Doubloons before their treasure 
chest overflows and they must dump Doubloons back into the sea. Treasure Island chests 
start with 6 Doubloons and any Doubloons chosen not to be preloaded. All other Doubloons 
are scattered in Reefs and Atolls equally between both alliances. If an alliance scores more 
than 30 Doubloons into the Mountain or Beach Goals during the match, they will receive a 
Ranking Point. Advancement towards ranking points is indicated by LEDs around Treasure 
Island.
 Each Doubloon buried on the Beach Goal of Treasure Island is worth 1 point. Every 
Doubloon buried in the Mountain Goal is worth 2 points. If you also have hired security, 
each Doubloon scored in the Mountain Goal is worth an additional 1 point. Alliances must 
choose between bidding for security (non-refundable) or burying treasure (re-deposited by 
human player). 
 In endgame, players must escape the sea monster by ascending the Masts, a 7 foot 
wide wall with two bars at 42” and 68”, or parking on their Hideout. A climb is worth 10 
points and is defined by a robot being fully supported by any climbing bar and at least 6” 
above the ground. The first alliance to push the button and raise their Flag, which is only 
accessible from the second bar, gains 20 points. Raising your Flag second will result in 5 
points. If all three robots are able to climb, the alliance will earn a total of 40 climb points. 
A park will gain the alliance 3 points. If an alliance is able to earn a cumulative 40 or more 
points in endgame, they will receive a second Ranking Point.
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